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Description

Technical Field of the Invention
This invention relates to text or word processing systems, i.e., information processing systems where the processing affects the format of the information. More particularly, it relates to the utilization of printers with some formatting capability in association with the word or text processor.

Background Art
In prior art information processing systems, there has traditionally been a dividing line between data processing systems and text or word processing systems. The older data processing field developed over the past forty years is directed to information processing the primary purpose of which is to affect the value of the information being processed. The processing involves mathematical and other computational operations such as ordering and sorting which affect the substance or value of the information. In general, data processing is not concerned with format of the information except to the extent necessary to make the information readable when printed out on conventional printers associated with data processing equipment such as wire matrix printers. Since form was of little consequence, the printers did not have any formatting capability other than the constraints required of the printed page. The printers essentially printed out what was directly provided to them in the data stream being input from the data processor.

On the other hand, in the newer word or text processing field which has developed over the past ten years, the value or substance of the information is of minor consequence. Word processing is concerned with the formatting of alphanumeric data into a format or arrangement suitable for specified printed documents which are to be read or discerned by the public, e.g., letters, text books, magazines and newspapers. Initially in such word processing systems, substantially all of the formatting was done in the word processor. A word or text processor conventionally comprises a keyboard entry display terminal, storages means, and some sort of central processor. The operator utilizing the display arranges the information into a selected alphanumeric line and page format. Then, data representative of the selected format and the alphanumeric data is transmitted directly to the printer which in turn prints the previously formatted document.

In recent years, the art has been seeking new approaches increasing the throughput, i.e., the production of such word or text processing systems. One approach for increasing the throughput has been to attempt to give the printer some degree of formatting capability. To the extent that a printer would have formatting capability, the word processor would be released to carry out further word or text processing as the primary of foreground task while the printer could still continue simultaneously to complete its formatting functions as a background task. The result would be some significant savings in word processor time.

Thus International patent application WO—A—81/02211 describes a system wherein a bidirectional serial printer utilizes a microprocessor and, coupled with the ability to logically seek the shorter path in printing successive lines of data, provides a maximum throughput rate. The printer incorporates a print controller which is under control of a format controller which is a part of a computer to control printing in the manner defined by the format data supplied by the format controller.

Since most word or text processors read or scan sequential data streams being processed in one direction only, problems have been encountered utilizing such one directional data streams in bidirectional printers such as the printer described in the above-mentioned document, having a formatting capability which requires sequential data streams supplied to the printer to be read in both the forward and reverse directions. The present invention provides a solution to this problem.

Disclosure of the Invention
The present invention provides a method for producing formatted printed documents in a word processing system comprising a word processor for outputting a stream of sequential data readable in only one direction, said stream of data comprising blocks of data representative of the characters to be printed interspersed with blocks of control data representative of the format in which the characters are to be printed, and a bidirectional printer receiving said stream of sequential data.

Such a method consists in storing a control block identifier immediately preceding each block of control data in the stream of data to be outputted by the processor, scanning the stream of sequential data received by the printer to identify blocks of control data, and inserting an additional control block identifier at the end of each block of control data, which identifier corresponds to the identifier preceding the control block, whereby the sequential data is made readable in both forward and reverse direction.

Brief Description of Drawings
Referring now to the drawings, wherein a preferred embodiment of the invention is illustrated, and wherein like reference numerals are used throughout to designate like parts:
Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of the logic and apparatus which may be used to carry out formatting expedients of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a flow chart of the process by which the initial scanning of the stream of sequential data received by the printer is carried out.
Fig. 3 is a flow chart of the formatting expedient involving the insertion of a control block identifier at the end of each control block.
Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic representation of a
portion of a sequential stream of data both before and after the data scan.

Description of a Preferred Embodiment

The logic and apparatus for carrying out the present invention is shown in Fig. 1. The system comprises a printer 10 which may be any convent- 
10
ional impact printer apparatus used in connection with word or text processing systems to provide letter quality documents. The host system 11 may be any standard text processing or word processing system, preferably one having a keyboard entry display; a typical system which may be used for the whole system is described in European application No. 82103940.1, filed on May 6, 1982.

The printer used in the present invention has a formatting capability. This formatting is carried out in formatting unit 12 associated with the printer mechanism 10. Suitably, formatting unit 12 may be used to carry out such simple document formatting functions as justification, margin release, or the setting of designated units for tabbing. By carrying out such functions, formatting unit 12 releases the host system 11 from such simple formatting expedients to thereby permit the whole system to carry out other functions. The host system 11 communicates with the formatting unit 12 over cable 13. The data transmitted over cable 13 to formatting unit 12 represents text character data to be printed on printer mechanism 10 as a document in which data is already substantially formatted. The formatting unit will perform its additional formatting function and transmit the final formatted information to the printer mechanism over buss 14. This information will be utilized to control the printer to produce the final "hard copy" document on printer mechanism 10 in the conventional manner.

Formatting unit 12 contains a processor 15 which is a microprocessor controlling all of the operations carried out within formatting unit 12. The formatting unit 12 further contains data link interface logic 16 which serves as the interface between the host system 11 and the formatting unit 12. Program memory unit 17 includes the operational programs utilized by microprocessor 15 in carrying out the various formatting functions within unit 12. Data memory unit 18 provides for the storage of all of the formatted data including that provided by host system 11 and that provided by the formatting unit 12 which will eventually be communicated to control the printer mechanism 10 over buss 14. I/O port unit 19 operates in a conventional manner to serve as the interface between formatting unit 12 and the printer mechanism 10 to provide formatted data necessary to operate the printer mechanism 10 over buss 14. The host system 11 may interrupt the processor 15 by a signal on Interrupt Line, part of the cable 13.

Now, using the logic and apparatus described above with respect to Fig. 1, the operations involved in the present invention will be described with respect to the flow charts in Figs. 2 and 3. In the following description, it should be understood that the only formatting expedient to be fully described will be the expedient involving the steps of first scanning the stream of sequential data input into formatting unit 12 in order to identify character control blocks and the subsequent insertion of a control block identifier at the end of each control block which corresponds to the identifier preceding the control block whereby the stream of sequential data is made readable in both the forward and reverse directions. This is followed by the brief description of a formatting step which illustrates how the character control block is recognized during the subsequent formatting operation so that control data may be distinguished from the actual character or graphic data. It is recognized that during formatting operation, formatting unit 12 associated with the printer will also be used to carry out other formatting operations. However, these will not be described because they are not pertinent to the present invention.

Now with respect to Fig. 2, let us assume that data which has been formatted during operations in the host word processing system 11 has been communicated to formatting unit 12 of the printer through cable 13 and processed through data link interface logic 16 in the formatting unit and then input into data memory unit 18 through internal data buss 20. Host system 11 has already formatted the document to be printed so that characters are already formatted line by line and are thus sequentially stored in data memory 18 line by line. In carrying out the present operation, the microprocessor 15 through internal address buss 21 addresses the next line in data memory 18 and calls the scan routine shown in Fig. 2 with respect to that line. The data representative of a document line is stored in data memory as a sequential stream having the structure shown in Fig. 4 labeled "Before Scan". This data contains blocks of control data 22 interspersed with blocks of character data 23. Each block of data contains a plurality of data bytes. Thus, following the process shown in Fig. 2 under the control of processor 15, the next block of data is obtained from data memory 18 as indicated in step 24.

Now, processor 15 must determine whether block of data is a block of control data or character data. By control data, we mean data which contains some formatting information while blocks of character data contain graphic representations of a group of characters to be printed but not formatting information. In order that blocks of control data be distinguished from blocks of character data, it is a customary practice to put an identifier at the leading edge of a control data block. As shown in Fig. 4 in the upper data stream, the identifier 26 may conveniently be the first byte of data in the control data block which precedes the remainder of the control data in the block when the data stream is run in the conventional manner from left to right as indicated by the arrow. Thus, step 25, Fig. 2, determination is made by micro-
processor 15 as to whether control identifier 26 is present in the next block of data. If there is no control ID (Identifier), then determination is made, step 27, as to whether the data is character data, i.e., data representative of the actual characters to be printed. This determination is made under the control of processor 15. If processor 15 determines that it is character data of the type indicated by block 23 in Fig. 4, then, step 28, whatever additional processing may be required on the character data during this preliminary scan is done under the control of the processor, and the data is returned to a suitable address in data memory 18. Then, the process is returned to step 24 and the next sequential block of data is obtained from data memory 18. On the other hand, if in step 27, a determination is made that the data is not character data, then, step 29, under the control of microprocessor 15, a determination is made as to whether there is an end of line control indicator. If there is not such a control indicator, the process is also returned to step 24. On the other hand, if there is such an end of line indicator, then the initial scanning of the line is completed and the formatting process shown in Fig. 3 is called.

Returning now to decision block 25, if the microprocessor 15 determines that a control ID byte 26 (Fig. 4) is read, this block of data is recognized as a control block. In such a case, a further determination is made, step 30, as to whether the control data block 22 meets all of the rules and protocols which the system may have required for control data. If all of the rules and protocols are met, then, a determination is made, step 31, still under the control of a microprocessor 15 as to whether we have a line beginning control code, i.e., a control code which precedes any character data in a line. In a similar fashion, if a determination is made in block 30 that the control data does not meet all the rules and protocols, then the host 11 is informed, step 32, for whatever action the host may wish to take to remedy the situation, and process still proceeds to step 31 where determination is made as to whether the control code is a line beginning code. If no character data has, as yet, been read on this line implying that the control code is a line beginning control code, then, step 33, the control code is removed by the processor moving the address pointer through internal address bus 21 to the next sequential position in data memory 18, and the processor is returned to step 24 where the next block is obtained from data memory 18.

On the other hand, if a determination is made in step 31 that the control block was preceded on the line by character data, then, under the control of microprocessor 15 new identical control code identifiers respectively labelled 26’ and 26″ are inserted at the front and at the rear of control data block 22. These control identifiers 26’ and 26″ may be identical bytes of data. This procedure is set forth in step 34 of Fig. 2.

Next, step 35, the control block as shown in the bottom or “After Scan” line of Fig. 4 with control identifier bytes 26’ and 26″ is returned to appropriate storage buffer positions in data memory 18 and the process is returned to step 24 wherein the next block of data is obtained from the data memory.

The above described procedure involving the initial scan routine is repeated until a determination is made in step 29 that an end of line control indicator has been reached. This means that the initial scanning of the line has been completed and next step will be completion of whatever formatting for that particular line is to be done in the formatting unit of the printer. Thus, step 36 in Fig. 2, the formatting process of Fig. 3 is called. As stated hereinafter, it is not the purpose of this description to disclose the various conventional formatting operations which may be carried out in a formatting unit 12 associated with the printer. We will primarily describe how the formatting unit may distinguish a block of control data from a block of character data irrespective of the direction in which a bidirectional printer 10 may be printing the particular line being read by formatting unit 12.

Thus, in the processor, Fig. 3, the next block of data is obtained from the data memory unit 18 in the direction which the printer is printing and therefore the line of data is being read. If printing is being carried out from left to right, blocks of data are being read in an ascending order. If printing is being carried out from right to left, the blocks of data are being read in a descending order. Then, step 38, a determination is made by the microprocessor 15 as to whether a control identifier, either 26’ or 26″, is present in the next block of data. If there is no control identifier, then a determination is made, step 39, as to whether the data is character data, i.e., data representative of actual characters to be printed. This determination is also made under the control of microprocessor 15. If microprocessor 15 determines that it is character data of the type indicated by block 23 in Fig. 4, then, step 40, this character data is processed to be put into the form required by the particular printer mechanism and stored as specific print commands for the conventional escape and character selection mechanism of the particular printer mechanism 10 being utilized. These print commands are stored in an appropriate position in data memory unit 18. Then, the processor is returned to step 37 and the next sequential block of data is obtained from data memory 18. On the other hand, if in step 39, a determination is made that the data is not character data, then, step 41, under the control of microprocessor 15, a determination is made as to whether the entire line previously scanned has been processed. If the entire line has not been processed, then the process is also returned to step 37. On the other hand, if the entire line has been processed, then the formatting of the line is now completed, and the system is returned to call the scan process shown in Fig. 2 for the next line.

In returning now to decision block 38, if the microprocessor determines that a control ID byte
method according to claim 1 or 2, including a word processor and a bidirectional printer, characterized in that the word processor has means for storing the control block identifier (26), means for scanning the sequential data, means for inserting the additional control block identifier (26'), and in that the printer has means for reading streams of sequential data in forward and reverse directions.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Methode zur Erstellung formatierter gedruckter Dokumente in einem Textverarbeitungssystem, das aus einem Wortprozessor (11) besteht, um einen Fluss von sequentiellen, nur in einer Richtung lesbaren Daten auszugeben, wobei dieser Datenfluss Datenblöcke (23) aufweist, die den zu druckenden Zeichen entsprechen und mit Steuerdatenblöcken (22) vermischt sind, die das Format angeben, in dem die Zeichen zu drucken sind, und einem Zweirichtungsdreher (10), um den genannten sequentiellen Datenfluss zu empfangen, wobei diese Methode durch folgende Schritte gekennzeichnet ist:

   — Speichern eines Steuerblock-Identifizierers (26), der im Fluss der vom genannten Prozessor auszugebenden Daten unmittelbar vor einem Steuerdatenblock steht,

   — Abfragen des sequentiellen Datenflusses, der vom genannten Drucker empfangen wird, um Kontrolldatenblöcke zu identifizieren,

   — Eingabe eines zusätzlichen Steuerblock-Identifizierers (26') am Ende eines jeden Steuerdatenblocks, wobei dieser Identifizierer dem Identifizierer entspricht, der vor dem Steuerblock steht, wodurch die genannten sequentiellen Daten in beiden Richtungen, d.h. vorwärts und rückwärts, gelesen werden können.

2. Methode nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass in einem weiteren Schritt der Strom von sequentiellen, nur in einer Richtung lesbaren Daten umgeformt und in formatierten Zeichen auf einem Anzeigegerät dargestellt wird.

3. Textverarbeitungssystem, das die Methode nach Anspruch 1 oder 2 vervollständigt und einen Wortprozessor sowie einen Zweirichtungsdreher aufweist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Wortprozessor Mittel zum Speichern des Steuerblock-Identifizierers (26), zum Abfragen der sequentiellen Daten und zur Eingabe des zusätzlichen Steuerblock-Identifizierers (26') aufweist, und dass ein Drucker über Mittel verfügt, um die Flüsse mit sequentiellen Daten sowohl vorwärts als auch rückwärts zu lesen.

**Revendications**

1. Méthode de production de documents imprimés mis au format dans un système de traitement de mots comprenant un processeur de mots (11) pour délivrer en sortie un courant de données séquentielles pouvant être lues dans un seul sens, ledit courant de données comprenant
des blocs de données (23) représentant des caractères à imprimer intercalés entre des blocs de données de commande (22) représentant le format dans lequel les caractères sont à imprimer et une imprimante bidirectionnelle (10) recevant ledit courant de données séquentielles, ladite méthode étant caractérisée par les étapes suivantes:

1. l’emmagasinage d’une identification de bloc de commande (26) précédant immédiatement chaque bloc de données de commande dans le courant de données à délivrer en sortie par ledit processeur,

2. le balayage du courant de données séquentielles reçues par ladite imprimante pour identifier des blocs de commande de données, et

3. l’insertion d’une identification de bloc de commande supplémentaire (26”) à la fin de chaque bloc de données de commande, laquelle identification correspond à l’identification précédant le bloc de commande, ce qui fait que lesdites données séquentielles sont rendues lisibles dans les deux sens en avant et en arrière.

2. Méthode selon la revendication 1 caractérisée par l’étape supplémentaire de conversion d’un courant de données séquentielles lisibles dans un seul sens et son affichage en caractères mis au format sur un terminal à affichage.

3. Système de traitement de mots mettant en œuvre la méthode selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant un processeur de mots et une imprimante bidirectionnelle, caractérisé en ce que le processeur de mots comporte des moyens pour emmagasiner l’identification de bloc de commande (26), des moyens pour balayer les données séquentielles, des moyens pour insérer l’identification de bloc de commande supplémentaire (26”), et en ce qu’une imprimante comporte des moyens pour lire des courants de données séquentielles dans les deux sens en avant et en arrière.
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